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ABSTRACT
Policy Intersection is a Policy Shaping technique that allows an
external policy from any source to influence (advise) the action
selection of a Reinforcement Learning agent. This method can
be used to transfer policies between similar yet distinct tasks, by
having the policy learned on the first task advise the agent that
now learns the second task. In this paper, we introduce a Self-
Transfer setting using Policy Intersection: we let an RL agent learn
a task for a short period of time, then freeze it and use it as an
advisor for a fresh agent, that learns the same task from scratch.
Although transferring a policy from a task to itself might seem
redundant, we present preliminary results empirically showing
that this approach brings a non-negligible gain in sample-efficiency
on three challenging continuous control environments. We suspect
that Self-Transfer positively impacts exploration, both in policy
space (exploring more states) and in parameter space (the fresh
agent’s policy is initialized used a fresh random seed).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Policy Intersection (PI) [14] 1 is a Policy Shapingmethod that guides
the exploration of the agent [12]. Policy Shaping methods allow an
external policy to alter or determine the policy of a Reinforcement
Learning agent. In PI, the external policy advising the actor can
be from any source; this allowed its application to a variety of RL
problems, amongst which Transfer Learning [26, 32]. A Transfer
Learning (TL) setting often involves a source task and a target
task; first, the agent learns the source task, then the knowledge
acquired in the source task is intelligently leveraged by the agent
while tackling the target task, using a Transfer Learning method
[32, 36]. The aim of TL is generally to make an RL agent learn new
tasks faster by allowing it to reuse previously learned knowledge
efficiently.

In this paper, we train an RL agent for a small amount of episodes
on a task and freeze the resulting policy. Then, we reuse this frozen
policy as an advisor to assist a fresh agent learning until reaching
a good policy on the same task, using a novel Policy Intersection
algorithm designed for continuous actions. In our setting, the source
and target tasks are the same, but the training time allocated to
learning the frozen policy is a fraction of the time allocated to the
fresh policy. We observe that an RL agent performing this “self-
transfer” significantly improves its total sample-efficiency, that

1This specific algorithm was originally named Policy Shaping by [14], but we rename
it Policy Intersection in this paper, as we believe that “Policy Shaping" can serve more
accurately as an umbrella term for multiple algorithms (such as Policy Intersection).

includes training both the frozen and fresh policies, compared to
what it would have achieved by learning the task with no Self-
Transfer. We also observe that the final performance of the agent
with Self-Transfer is higher than the final performance of an agent
without Self-Transfer.

In addition to showing the benefits to be obtained from our im-
plementation of Self-Transfer, our empirical results in Section 6
also show that our particular implementation of the Policy Inter-
section idea outperforms two other algorithms that can be used in
a Self-Transfer setting: Probabilistic Policy Reuse (PPR) [11], and
Dual Policy Distillation (DPD) [19], that we review in Sections 2.3
and 5 respectively.

While DPD has originally been tested on environments with con-
tinuous actions [19], and PPR can easily accommodate continuous
control tasks [13], Policy Intersection has until now been restricted
to environments with discrete actions [26]. In this paper, we ex-
tend the Policy Intersection framework to the continuous actions
case. As a result, the two main contributions of this paper are the
following:

• We extend the Policy Intersection framework, which was
previously restricted to environments with discrete actions,
to ones with continuous actions (see Section 3).
• We empirically demonstrate the sample-efficiency gain
achieved by performing Self-Transfer in continuous-action
settings, using our continuous-actions Policy Intersection
algorithm (see Section 6).

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce the concepts at the basis of our work:
Markov Decision Processes, the general inner-workings of Rein-
forcement Learning algorithms with continuous actions, and two
methods to achieve Policy Shaping, Probabilistic Policy Reuse and
Policy Intersection.

2.1 Markov Decision Processes
We consider reinforcement learning problems in continuous action
spaces. A Markov Decision Process (MDP) with continuous actions
is defined by the tuple ⟨𝑆,𝐴, 𝑝, 𝑅⟩: a possibly-infinite set 𝑆 of states;
an infinite set 𝐴 of 𝑑-dimensional continuous actions in R𝑑 ; an
unknown probability density transition function 𝑝 : 𝑆 ×𝐴 × 𝑆 →
[0,∞), and a reward function 𝑅 : 𝑆 ×𝐴 × 𝑆 → 𝑟𝑡 ∈ R.

In a continuous action space, a stochastic stationary policy 𝜋 (𝑠)
defines, for each state 𝑠 , a continuous probability distribution from
which actions can be sampled. At each time-step, the agent observes
𝑠𝑡 , samples an action 𝑎𝑡 from 𝜋 (𝑠𝑡 ), then observes 𝑟𝑡 and 𝑠𝑡+1. An
optimal policy 𝜋∗ maximizes the expected cumulative discounted



reward 𝐸𝜋∗ [
∑
𝑡 𝛾

𝑡𝑟𝑡 ], where 𝛾 is a discount factor. The goal of the
agent is to find 𝜋∗ based on its experiences within the environment.

2.2 Continuous-Action Reinforcement
Learning

In the discrete actions case, the agent’s policy 𝜋 in state 𝑠𝑡 is a
discrete probability distribution over actions, a vector of |𝐴| real
values between 0 and 1, and that sum to 1. Such a discrete policy can
be explicitly learned, with Policy Gradient for instance [30], or com-
puted on-the-fly based on learned Q-Values, using an exploration
strategy.

In the continuous case on the other hand, enumerating the ac-
tions is impossible, as is producing an explicit probability density
for each of them. Usually, the agent’s policy is implemented as a
Gaussian distribution, parameterized by a mean ` and standard
deviation 𝜎 , these two parameters being output by a neural net-
work given a state 𝑠𝑡 . At each timestep, a single action 𝑎𝑡 is sampled
from the Gaussian policy with mean ` and standard deviation 𝜎 .
Continuous actions are challenging for Reinforcement Learning,
and not every algorithm is compatible with them. For instance,
every on-line RL algorithm for continuous actions need an explicit
actor: there is no critic-only RL algorithm for continuous actions.

In this paper, we use the Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) [15] 2, the
current state-of-the-art RL algorithm designed for environments
with continuous actions that implements an explicit actor, which,
in each state 𝑠𝑡 , predicts a mean ` and a standard deviation 𝜎 .
We extend this algorithm to allow the actor to be advised by an
advisor (that produces continuous actions too), and will use this
contribution in the Self-Transfer setting that we propose in this
paper.

2.3 Policy Shaping by Altering the Exploration
Strategy

Policy Shaping lets an external advisory policy 𝜋𝐴 alter or deter-
mine the agent’s behavior at acting time, either sporadically or
continuously throughout learning. This general approach, shared
with the Safe RL and the learning from human interactions RL sub-
fields [1, 12, 14], can easily be used for Transfer Learning purposes.
In this section, we review two methods to shape an RL agent’s pol-
icy: Probabilistic Policy Reuse [11, 13, PPR], and Policy Intersection
[6, 14, originally called “Policy Shaping"]. The first work we know
of that introduced the term “Policy Shaping” is [14]. However, the
method presented (which we detail below) is very specific, while
the term Policy Shaping could apply to a wide variety of meth-
ods [17, 21]. Since Griffith et al. [14] introduces an element-wise
multiplication between discrete probability distributions, and that
this operation represents taking the intersection between the dis-
tributions, we rebaptized Griffith’s formula Policy Intersection in
this paper for clarity. Similarly, a Policy Union algorithm can be
achieved by summing the probability distributions, although the
qualification and evaluation of this approach is outside the scope
of this paper.

2The specific SAC implementation we use can be found at: https://github.com/
Rafael1s/Deep-Reinforcement-Learning-Algorithms/tree/master/Ant-PyBulletEnv-
Soft-Actor-Critic

2.3.1 Probabilistic Policy Reuse. First introduced by [11], the explo-
ration strategy 𝜋-reuse (policy reuse) works similarly to Y-Greedy:
at each timestep, an action is sampled from an external advisory
policy 𝜋𝐴 (𝑠𝑡 ) with probability 𝜓 , or sampled from the currently
learned policy 𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 ) with probability 1 −𝜓 :

𝑎𝑡 ∼
{
𝜋𝐴 (𝑠𝑡 ) with probability 𝜓

𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 ) with probability 1 −𝜓
(1)

where 𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 ) is the state-dependent policy learned by the agent,
𝜋𝐴 (𝑠𝑡 ) is the state-dependent advice, and 𝜓 is the probability of
sampling an action 𝑎𝑡 from the advisor 𝜋𝐴 rather than from 𝜋𝐿 .
Even though PPR only sometimes executes an action from 𝜋𝐴 , when
it does so, 𝜋𝐴 fully determines the action executed by the agent.
Moreover, PPR has no provision for the advisor to choose, state for
state, when to advise the agent and when to let it choose an action
itself.

2.3.2 Policy Intersection. This second approach at Policy Shaping
multiplies the 𝜋𝐿 and 𝜋𝐴 vectors together then normalizes the
resulting policy vector at each timestep:

𝑎𝑡 ∼ 𝜋𝐿 × 𝜋𝐴 =

element-wise product︷           ︸︸           ︷
𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 ) 𝜋𝐴 (𝑠𝑡 )
𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 ) · 𝜋𝐴 (𝑠𝑡 )︸             ︷︷             ︸∑

𝑎∈𝐴 𝜋𝐿 (𝑎 |𝑠𝑡 )𝜋𝐴 (𝑎 |𝑠𝑡 )

(2)

where 𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 ) · 𝜋𝐴 (𝑠𝑡 ) is the dot product of the two policies. At
acting time, the agent samples an action 𝑎𝑡 from the mixture 𝜋𝐿 ×
𝜋𝐴 of the agent’s current learned policy 𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 ) and the external
advisory policy 𝜋𝐴 (𝑠𝑡 ), instead of sampling only from 𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 ). This
product of probability distribution vectors amounts to taking the
intersection between what the current agent’s policy wants to
do, and what the transferred policy would do in that state. As a
result, although this formula was first introduced by [14] as “Policy
Shaping", we re-name it Policy Intersection in this paper for clarity.
In contrast to PPR, Policy Intersection allows 𝜋𝐿 and 𝜋𝐴 to more
cooperatively select actions, with 𝜋𝐴 able to increase or decrease
the probability of actions, but without fully determining the action.
However, Equation 2 can only be applied to tasks for which there
is a finite set of actions, excluding environments with a continuous
action space.

The Actor-Advisor [26] is the first attempt made at using the Pol-
icy Intersection formula in Equation 2 to achieve Transfer Learning.
Their main contribution is to directly influence a Policy Gradient
agent’s policy with some off-policy external advice 𝜋𝐴 without con-
vergence issue. However, that approach is also limited to discrete
actions.

2.4 Dual Policy Distillation
One of the closest existing technique to our contribution, that is
using more than one actor, is Dual Policy Distillation [19]. DPD
launches two agents (both using the same RL algorithm, either
DPG or PPO agents in the original paper) at the same time in two
instances of the same environment, but with different initializations
of their neural network weights. As the agents learn to solve the
same task in parallel, they optimize a distillation objective that

https://github.com/Rafael1s/Deep-Reinforcement-Learning-Algorithms/tree/master/Ant-PyBulletEnv-Soft-Actor-Critic
https://github.com/Rafael1s/Deep-Reinforcement-Learning-Algorithms/tree/master/Ant-PyBulletEnv-Soft-Actor-Critic
https://github.com/Rafael1s/Deep-Reinforcement-Learning-Algorithms/tree/master/Ant-PyBulletEnv-Soft-Actor-Critic


incites the policies of the two agents to remain close to each other.
A theoretical justification of why the two policies complement each
other knowledge-wise is provided in [19]: as with our Self-Transfer
setting, having more than one policy intervening in the action se-
lection procedure (or learning procedure) limits convergence to
poor local optima. However, methods leveraging more than one
agent/actor have two potential downsides: i) their deployment to
real-life settings is likely to be more difficult if they require the
two actors to execute actions concurrently, in two instances of the
environment, and ii) such methods assume that all the policies are
RL agents, hence one cannot be easily replaced by a fixed trans-
ferred policy. Algorithms such as PPR and PI do not make such
assumptions about the advisor policy, allowing it to be from any
source.

We now detail how Policy Intersection can be extended to RL
algorithms designed for environments with continuous actions.

3 POLICY INTERSECTION FOR CONTINUOUS
ACTION SPACES

We now present our first contribution, a Policy Intersection algo-
rithm compatible with continuous actions.

Equation 2 expresses the product of two state-dependent prob-
ability distributions: the actor’s 𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 ), and the advisor’s 𝜋𝐴 (𝑠𝑡 ).
In the discrete actions case, 𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 ) and 𝜋𝐴 (𝑠𝑡 ) are both vectors of
size |𝐴|, where 𝐴 is a finite set of actions available to the agent.
Multiplying those two vectors amounts to taking the intersection
between those two probability distributions. In other words, Policy
Intersection samples actions that both the actor and the advisor
“agree on", as these actions have a non-zero probability in both
𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 ) and 𝜋𝐴 (𝑠𝑡 ) 3. Unfortunately, when the action space is con-
tinuous, finding actions in the intersection between the actor’s and
the advisor’s policies is less straightforward.

In Reinforcement Learning algorithms that can be applied to
environments with continuous actions, such as Proximal Policy
Optimization (PPO) [29] and Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) [15], individual
actions can directly be sampled from the actor, but is it difficult to

3Note that if no agreement can be made, i.e., the intersection between which action
the actor and the advisor want to choose is empty, it can be arbitrarily decided that
either the advisor or the actor has the last word, depending on the problem. In this
paper, we choose to always give the last word to the actor.

Algorithm 1 Policy Intersection for Continuous Actions
Require: 𝜋𝐿 is the currently learning actor, and 𝜋𝐴 is the frozen

actor used as advisor
𝐴𝐴 = set of actions sampled from 𝜋𝐴 (𝑠𝑡 )
for every action 𝑎𝐴

𝑖
∈ 𝐴𝐴 do

Get probability 𝜋𝐿 (𝑎𝐴𝑖 |𝑠𝑡 )

Compute possibility 𝑝𝑖 =
𝜋𝐿 (𝑎𝐴𝑖 |𝑠𝑡 )

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑎∈𝐴𝐴𝜋𝐿 (𝑎 |𝑠𝑡 ) (see text)

if 𝑝𝑖 > 𝑝 ∼ 𝑈 (0, 1) then
Execute action 𝑎𝐴

𝑖
return

end if
end for
Execute action 𝑎 ∼ 𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 )

access a probability distribution for all possible actions, as there is
an infinite number of actions. The actor can also provide, given a
particular action, the probability density of that action. Assuming
that the advisor can similarly be sampled, our approach to sampling
the intersection between which actions are allowed by the actor
and those allowed by the advisor is the following:

(1) At action selection time, we sample a large amount of actions
𝐴𝐴 from the advisor (where the superscript ’𝐴’ stands for
advisor).

(2) We then “submit" 𝐴𝐴 to the actor 𝜋𝐿 , which returns prob-
ability densities 𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 ). For each action 𝑎𝐴

𝑖
∈ 𝐴𝐴 , we now

have a corresponding density 𝜋𝐿 (𝑎𝐴𝑖 |𝑠𝑡 ).
(3) We transform each probability density into a possibility [34],

according to Castineira et al. [5, Lemma 3.1 on page 305], by

computing 𝑝𝑖 =
𝜋𝐿 (𝑎𝐴𝑖 |𝑠𝑡 )

𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑎∈𝐴𝐴𝜋𝐿 (𝑎 |𝑠𝑡 ) .

(4) We execute in the environment the first action 𝑎𝐴
𝑖
such that

𝑝𝑖 > 𝑝 ∼ 𝑈 (0, 1), with 𝑝 a uniformly-sampled random num-
ber in [0, 1].

This method implements an “AND” between the actor and the
advisor’s policies. We basically consider that Policy Intersection
computes the product of independent probabilities in the discrete-
action case, note that it is equivalent to computing the probability
of the “AND” of two events, and implement that “AND” event in
the continuous-action case, where the product is impossible to
efficiently implement.

While our sampling technique allows to compute the intersec-
tion between an actor and an advisor, with no assumption about
their distributions (we do not assume that they are Gaussian, for
instance), we acknowledge that alternative approaches could have
been devised, such as creating a new stochastic policy resulting of
the point-wise multiplication of the advisor’s probability density
function with the actor’s probability density function, sampled for a
large number of actions. This method, however, requires an advisor
that can produce density values for arbitrary actions, while ours
merely requires an advisor that can sample actions.

Finally, thanks to Lemma 3.1 in [5, p. 305], we could interpret
the distributions 𝜋𝐿 and 𝜋𝐴 as possibility distributions rather than
probability distributions. Intuitively, the possibility distribution ex-
presses to what extend a certain action fits the label “acceptable
action” for the given state. A common practice in possibility the-
ory, which finds its roots in fuzzy set theory [34], is to use the
minimum operator (instead of element-wise multiplication or prob-
abilistic “AND”) to express the intersection between two possibility
distributions. We leave the evaluation of such a minimum-based
intersection to future work.

4 SELF-TRANSFER
Our second contribution is the Self-Transfer framework, in which
two policies sequentially learned in the same environment are used
in a Transfer Learning setting, to increase sample-efficiency and
final policy quality. This contribution builds on the Continuous
Policy Intersection algorithm presented in Section 3.

Our Self-Transfer procedure works as follows: an RL agent (us-
ing Soft Actor-Critic, in this work) is launched in an environment
as usual. After a given amount of episodes 𝐼 (at the designer’s



Algorithm 2 Self-Transfer
Require: 𝐼 is the amount of episodes reserved to training the ad-
visor 𝜋𝐴
Initialize SAC critics and actor 𝜋𝐿
for every episode 𝑒 = 1..∞ do

if 𝑒 = 𝐼 then
𝜋𝐴 ← a copy of 𝜋𝐿
Reset 𝜋𝐿 and critic networks

end if
for every time-step 𝑡 until the end of episode do

if 𝜋𝐴 exists then
Sample 𝑎𝑡 with Policy Intersection(𝜋𝐿, 𝜋𝐴, 𝑠𝑡 )

else
Sample 𝑎𝑡 from 𝜋𝐿 (𝑠𝑡 )

end if
Periodically learn using the standard SAC equations

end for
end for

discretion), the agent’s learning is interrupted, and its actor 𝜋𝐿 is
deep-copied into 𝜋𝐴 . Then, 𝜋𝐿 and, for actor-critic algorithms such
as SAC, the critics, are re-initialized to fresh randomweights. Learn-
ing then resumes, except that the fresh agent 𝜋𝐿 is now advised by
𝜋𝐴 , using the Policy Intersection algorithm described in Section 3.
Pseudocode for the Self-Transfer setting is shown in Algorithm 2.

5 RELATEDWORK
Before providing empirical evidence that our Self-Transfer frame-
work, based on our Continuous Policy Intersection algorithm, leads
to higher sample-efficiency and final policy quality than vanilla
Soft-Actor Critic, we review related work.

An intuitive way to help an RL agent learn to perform tasks in a
more sample-efficient manner is Transfer Learning. Transfer Learn-
ing aims at making an RL agent learn new tasks faster by allowing
it to reuse previously learned knowledge efficiently. A Transfer
Learning setting often involves a source task and a target task; first,
the agent learns the source task, then the knowledge acquired in
the source task is intelligently leveraged by the agent while tackling
the target task, using a Transfer Learning algorithm [32, 36]. Trans-
ferred knowledge can be the agent’s learned policy or Q-values
[3, 11, 33]; learned skills or options [2, 18, 28], some general enough
skill (like walking) to fit a large set of target tasks [31]; parts of a
modular neural network policy in which each module deals with a
different aspect of the task [10, 22]. Methods to effectively trans-
fer knowledge include reward shaping [4], policy reuse methods,
which shape the agent’s exploration strategy [11, 14], initializing a
policy [33] using information from the source task, and initializing
parts of the target network with the source network [7, 10, 22], to
only cite a few. When it comes to the specific algorithms we use, i.e.,
Probabilistic Policy Reuse and Policy Intersection, they can both be
labelled as Transfer Learning via guiding the agent’s exploration
[12]. PPR [11] has specifically been though out for Transfer Learn-
ing purposes; PI [14], on the other hand, was first introduced as a
way to incorporate human interventions in the RL agent’s learning
process to improve its performance.

However, due to the relatively odd nature of the particular setting
in which we use PPR and PI, i.e., the transfer of knowledge acquired
in a given task to the same task, it is a little difficult to find directly
comparable existing work. Existing Transfer Learning work usually
focuses on transferring knowledge across tasks with different goals
or differing environmental dynamics [11, 27, 33, 35, only a few
examples], while we transfer from a task in a given environment
to the same task, in the same environment; only the initialization
of the agent’s networks changes. Methods using more than one
actor to improve exploration of a given environment are somewhat
related to Self-Transfer, such as A3C [23], Multi-Agent RL settings
inwhich agents actively share knowledgewith each other [9, 16, 25],
and Dual Policy Distillation (DPD) [19] (see Section 2.4).

In contrast to DPD, but similarly to Self-Transfer, Self-Imitation
Learning [24] does not require a second agent to improve explo-
ration; the agent learns to reproduce its own past good decisions
to deepen exploration. In [24], a preference for previously chosen
actions that lead to a greater return than the current value estimate
for a given state is integrated in an actor-critic loss. Although this
concept is very close to ours, Self-Transfer leverages knowledge
from past experiences produced by an agent with a different ini-
tialization than the agent currently learning, while Self-Imitation
never resets the agent. We suspect that agents with different ini-
tialization can lead to distinct, complementary experiences of the
same environment, and thus achieve a more thorough exploration
when joining knowledge.

6 EXPERIMENTS
We present a preliminary evaluation of our contribution by apply-
ing Self-Transfer on three Pybullet [8] continuous control envi-
ronments: Ant, a four-legged insect-like creature; Half-Cheetah,
a two-legged creature; and Hopper, a single disembodied leg hop-
ping away. In these three environments with continuous actions,
the goal is generally to learn to move forward as fast as possible,
without falling. We evaluate our Self-Transfer setting based on two
Policy Shaping algorithms: our Continuous Policy Intersection, and
Probabilistic Policy Reuse (see Section 2.3). For PPR, we tested two
values for 𝜓 , the probability in each timestep to sample the advi-
sor’s policy: 0.1 and 0.2. Setting 𝜓 to 0.1 leads to the best results,
therefore we only show the results generated by that configuration
in Figures 1 and 2. For Continuous Policy Intersection, the size of
the vector 𝐴𝐴 of actions sampled from the advisor, then submitted
to the actor, is set to 4096.

Results are reported in Figure 1. Each line is produced by av-
eraging the results of 8 random seeds, with the 95% confidence
interval shown as shaded regions. Both when the advisor is trained
for 100 episodes and 200 episodes, Policy Intersection outperforms
Probabilistic Policy Reuse. In the Ant environment, PPR with a
200 episodes trained advisor shows a good jumpstart until ap-
proximately 1500 episodes; our Continuous PI with a 100 episodes
trained advisor exceeds PPR’s performance after that. Moreover,
Self-Transfer with Policy Intersection brings a non-negligible per-
formance gain compared to not using Self-Transfer, even while
helped by an advisor trained during only 100 episodes. This perfor-
mance gain is present even when the advisor does not have enough
training time to learn how to produce rewards above zero, as shown



in the bottom plot (for the Hopper environment), and an advisor
trained for 100 episodes seems more beneficial than one trained for
double that time in that particular environment.

We also report results obtained by Dual Policy Distillation in
Figure 1, although these are not directly comparable to PI and PPR
since they were produced by the implementation provided with the
original paper 4.

When it comes to the positive difference in performance brought
by each individual method to their baseline, our Continuous Policy
Intersection outperforms both Self-Transfer using PPR, and DPD.
Figure 2 shows for each algorithm the difference between its perfor-
mance and the performance of its baseline. For instance, the “DPD
DDPG" curve is obtained by, for each timestep, subtracting the re-
ward obtained by the original Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
(DDPG) [20] algorithm from that obtained when DPD is enabled.
Similarly, the curves for PPR and PI are computed by subtracting
the reward obtained by SAC alone from that when Self-Transfer is
used. We kept the configurations for PPR and PI that led to their
best results, namely 200 advisor training episodes for PPR and 100
advisor training episodes for PI. In contrast to learning curves as
in Figure 1, computing this gain achieved by a given extension
of an RL algorithm allows extensions implemented on different
baselines to be fairly compared. However, we do not think that this
completely excludes the need to compare extensions once they are
all implemented on top of the same baseline.

The gain brought by Self-Transfer in general, be it using PPR
or our Continuous PI is especially visible on the Ant environment,
while DPD brings a much smaller gain slightly above zero. However,
it seemsmuch harder for all three algorithms to increase the rewards
of their baseline on Half-Cheetah and Hopper. In particular, DPD
starts off with a positive difference during the first half of the
experiment on Half-Cheetah, then worsen DDPG’s performance
during the other half. PPR very negatively impacts performance in
the Hopper environment, while PI and DPD manage to generally
remain close to zero if not slightly above. Our Continuous PI is
the only algorithm leading to a non-negligible improvement of its
baseline in both Ant and Half-Cheetah, and manages to keep its
impact either null or positive in Hopper.

7 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we present Self-Transfer, a scheme leveraging con-
ventional Transfer Learning algorithms to allow an RL agent to
improve its performance at solving a given task. Self-Transfer does
not require a second instance of the agent learning in parallel, nor
a second, separate instance of the environment. The only cost of
performing Self-Transfer is an extra training time; we empirically
showed in our preliminary experiments that dedicating less than 5
% of the total training time needed to learn the task is enough to
gain a significant performance improvement.

As suggested by [19], two agents with a different initialization
launched in the same environment can gather a distinct experience
of that environment, and can improve each other’s exploration by
exchanging knowledge. Hence, it is likely that the performance

4This implementation uses Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [20] instead
of Soft Actor-Critic; we did not re-implementing DPD on top of SAC as this consists
in a non-trivial task considering the complexity of the DPD algorithm.
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Figure 1: Comparison between SoftActor-Criticwith no Self-
Transfer, and using Self-Transfer with either Probabilistic
Policy Reuse (PPR) or Policy Intersection (PI). These curves
are averaged over 8 runs per algorithm. The two vertical
lines indicate when the current actor is saved as a frozen
advisor, and that the current agent is replaced with a fresh
agent. In all three PyBullet environments, Self-Transfer
with our Continuous Policy Intersection algorithm signifi-
cantly outperforms its baseline (SAC) and Self-Transferwith
Probabilistic Policy Reuse. Results obtained by Dual Pol-
icy Distillation on the three PyBullet environments are also
shown. However, DPD’s results cannot directly be compared
to that of PPR and PI since they are implemented on top of
SAC, while DPD is using Deep Deterministic Policy Gradi-
ent (DDPG), which seems to learn these tasks less well than
SAC.

gain achieved by our contribution is a result of an improved explo-
ration, as we randomly reset the agent’s networks weights after
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Figure 2: Comparison between the performance gain
brought by DPD to its baseline DDPG, the gain brought by
PPR to SAC and by our Continuous PI to SAC in each PyBul-
let environment. These curves are averaged over 8 runs per
algorithm. The performance gain is computed by subtract-
ing the reward obtained by the baseline (in this case, either
SAC orDDPG) from the reward obtained by the baseline aug-
mented with the transfer or distillation algorithm for each
timestep of the experiment. Hence, we can see the impact
of each algorithm over time and how much they concretely
improve their baseline. Moreover, this allows for a fair com-
parison between algorithms implemented on top of differ-
ent baselines. Out of all three algorithms, our Continuous
PI is the only one that either consistently significantly im-
proves its baseline, or that does not decrease its baseline per-
formance.

the advisor has been trained. A potentially interesting experiment
to verify that hunch could be to have the advisor and the advised

agent have the exact same initialization, and compare that to dis-
tinct individual initialization. In addition, as future work, we will
compare Self-Transfer to Dual Policy Distillation and Self-Imitation
on the same reinforcement learning algorithm, and investigate the
potential of learning to imitate an agent with a different initializa-
tion. Finally, we will compare our current implementation of Policy
Intersection for continuous action spaces to the use of the mini-
mum operator from fuzzy set theory on the actor’s and advisor’s
possibility distributions.
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